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Ohio State University's (OSU; Aa1 stable) maintains an excellent brand and strategic
positioning as Ohio's (Aa1 stable) flagship land-grant university with high research activity.
OSU's strong reputation at both its higher education and healthcare enterprises will continue
to support favorable demand and drive solid revenue growth. Its substantial wealth, scale
and liquidity provide for good financial flexibility and runway to manage through operational
disruption. Similarly, the university's consistently strong operating performance and debt
service coverage reflect excellent financial policy and strategy, while providing for significant
resources for reinvestment. Excellent revenue diversity and predictability help support the
longer-term durability of the business model and contribute to its very strong operating
environment. Credit challenges include very high adjusted debt relative to scale and wealth,
exposure to various social risks, and heightened competition.
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Very strong wealth, scale and liquidity underpins OSU's excellent credit quality
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Credit strengths
» Excellent brand and strategic positioning as a large flagship land-grant university with an
expansive healthcare enterprise, underscoring its regional importance
» Substantial scale, wealth and liquidity, providing for extensive financial flexibility and
capacity to absorb unanticipated operational disruption
» Consistently favorable operating performance providing for strong resources for
reinvestment, reflecting excellent financial policy and strategy
» Excellent revenue diversity and predictability, derived from a very strong operating
environment
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Credit challenges
» Very high adjusted debt relative to both wealth and scale, largely driven by an outsized pension liability
» Continued exposure to various social risks including weak regional demographics and ongoing operational disruption caused by the
coronavirus pandemic
» Significant competition for students and tuition pricing limitations, constraining net tuition revenue growth

Rating outlook
The stable outlook reflects Moody's expectations of continued favorable operating performance, strong liquidity, and solid financial
reserve coverage of debt and expenses.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade
» Material strengthening of wealth and scale relative to total adjusted debt
» Marked improvement in both brand and strategic positioning and operating environment to be more in-line with Aaa-rated peers

Factors that could lead to a downgrade
» Significant weakening in operating performance driven by a sustained downturn in demand for higher education or health care
services
» Material increase in financial leverage
» For the VMIG rating, deterioration of credit quality of long-term rating or material deterioration in self-liquidity coverage of variable
rate demand bonds

Key indicators
Exhibit 2
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, OH
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2020 pro forma column includes $600 million debt issuance from Series 2021A bonds
Source: Moody's Investors Service

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Profile
The Ohio State University is the flagship, land-grant university for the State of Ohio. It is one of the nation’s largest research
universities and a Big Ten conference member. With over $7.4 billion of fiscal 2020 revenue, the university owns and operates the
Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center, comprised of OSU's primary care and ambulatory health networks and six hospitals that
include University Hospital, its academic medical center offering tertiary and quaternary services and its Comprehensive Cancer Center
with Arthur G. James Cancer Hospital. For fall 2020, OSU reported just under 68,000 head count students at its main Columbus
campus and its four extended campuses.

Detailed credit considerations
Market profile: very strong strategic position as a flagship, land-grant university with a large healthcare enterprise and
substantial research activity
Ohio State's excellent brand and strategic positioning reflect its regional importance as a flagship land-grant public university and
essential provider of healthcare services. Despite heightened competition and weak in-state demographics, OSU's strong reputation
at both its higher education and healthcare enterprises will continue to drive favorable demand for students and patients. Good
enrollment diversification across geography, programs, and delivery mechanism will contribute to further enrollment gains beyond
the 62,000 full-time equivalent students for fall 2020. Similarly, ongoing investments in medical facilities, services, and personnel will
further enhance the already strong reputation of the healthcare enterprise and contribute to steady healthcare revenue growth. Over
the last decade, healthcare revenue doubled to over $4 billion for fiscal 2020, which accounts for 54% of total OSU revenue.
Substantial operating scale remains a key credit strength, underscoring the regional importance of the consolidated enterprise. Total
revenue topped $7.4 billion for fiscal 2020, which represents an outsized 25% increase from fiscal 2016. While all key revenue sources
are higher than the fiscal 2016 baseline, the healthcare and research enterprises realized the strongest revenue growth during this
period. For fiscal 2020, research expenditures totaled $968 million, with most funding from the federal government. Continuing to
increase the scope of research activity is a key priority for the university, which will further enhance its already strong competitive
position.
Operating performance: consistently favorable operating performance reflective of sound financial strategy
Strong financial stewardship will continue to support favorable operating performance. Despite stresses on core revenue sources from
the unprecedented business disruption during fiscal 2020, the university managed to generate a solid 12.1% EBIDA margin and 4.9x
debt service coverage. Prudent expense management and a Moody's expectations of a return to annual revenue growth above 3% will
enable restoration to mid double-digit EBIDA margins for fiscal 2022 and beyond. With this performance, absolute EBIDA will likely
exceed $1 billion, providing ample resources for strategic investment while also bolstering reserves.
Excellent revenue diversity and predictability favorably factor into OSU's strong operating environment and supports the longerterm durability of the business model. Consolidated revenue growth was 4.6% compounded annually over the last decade, which
markedly outpaced peers. Further, policy and regulatory framework is generally supportive for OSU, which receives generous federal
and state funding for various needs and priorities. However, the state retains authority over tuition setting, which adds limitations to
the university's ability to exercise pricing flexibility and tempers net tuition revenue growth.
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Exhibit 3

Excellent revenue diversity helps promote long-term stability of the operating model
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Wealth and liquidity: outsized wealth and liquidity provide significant financial runway
Robust wealth and liquidity continues to provide for significant capacity to fund strategic needs and address unforeseen operating
challenges. Total cash and investments totaled over $9.4 billion for fiscal 2020 providing a robust 1.3x coverage of expenses. An
outsized investment return coupled with continued strong donor support will drive financial reserves significantly higher for fiscal 2021.
As of June 30, the preliminary and unaudited market value of the long-term investment pool grew to $6.8 billion representing an
annual increase of 29%. Further, the university continues to make good progress toward achieving its $4.5 billion fundraising campaign
target. To date, it has raised $2.7 billion from nearly 600,000 unique donors.
The long-term investment pool long-term investment pool (LTIP) is managed by an in-house office of investments under general
oversight of the Board of Trustees. The asset allocation and spending policy are not materially different from institutions with
endowments of comparable size. The investment policy provides for a 4.5% spend rate of the seven-year moving average of the market
value of the LTIP. Anchored by a strong fiscal 2021, the total five-year annualized return of the LTIP net of investment fees was a solid
10.26%.
Liquidity

Excellent liquidity continues to provide significant flexibility to manage through any unanticipated operational disruption. For fiscal
2020, unrestricted monthly liquidity of $5.5 billion covered a robust 300 days of expenses, which is well above peer medians. Prudent
financial and treasury management will help the university sustain its strong liquidity.
Leverage: high exposure to pension liabilities drives elevated adjusted leverage to both scale and wealth
Despite its large scale and substantial wealth, the university maintains high adjusted leverage primarily because of its sizable pension
liability. For fiscal 2020, total adjusted debt amounted to $14.9 billion, which includes $3 billion of direct debt, $106 million of
operating leases, a $10.4 billion Moody's adjusted pension liability, and $1.4 billion of alternative capital financing arrangements.
Inclusive of the Series 2021 bonds, total adjusted debt to revenue of 2.1x for fiscal 2020 is nearly double the peer median.
Favorably, Moody's expects OSU to continue to have manageable direct leverage and strong debt affordability from operations. For
fiscal 2020, spendable cash and investments covered pro forma direct debt by 2.2x, which is well above peer medians. Similarly, pro
forma debt to EBIDA of just 4x reflects ample ability to cover obligations from operations. Access to diverse capital funding sources
such as state appropriations will enable the university to maintain its relatively low 11.7 year age of plant without materially increasing
direct leverage.
Legal security

All rated bonds, with the exception of the Series 2013A, are on parity and secured by a broad pledge of general receipts, including
virtually all legally available revenues with the exception of state appropriations and restricted gifts. There is no debt service reserve
fund. For fiscal 2020, general receipts totaled $5.3 billion, or just under three-quarters of Moody's adjusted operating revenue.
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The Series 2013A special purpose general receipts bonds are secured by a subordinate pledge of all revenue, fees, rentals, rates, charges,
insurance proceeds and other moneys derived by the university from the ownership or operation of student housing, dining and
recreational sports systems. For fiscal 2020, special purpose general receipts amounted to over $185 million.
Debt structure

The university has modest debt structure risks which are mitigated by strong debt and treasury management operations. Upon issuance
of the Series 2021 bonds, which will be used to finance a portion of the costs of the Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center’s
new 820-bed inpatient hospital, less than 10% of pro forma debt will be variable rate. While there is variability in annual debt service
payments and exposure to bullet maturities (including a century bond), the university's relatively fast pace of debt retirement allows for
capacity to absorb the $600 million of new debt from the Series 2021 bonds.
Self-liquidity coverage of variable rate demand bonds (VRDB) remains strong, with At June 30, 2021 self-liquidity coverage was 3.3x
even after excluding the largest money market fund.
Debt-related derivatives

Exposure to debt-related derivatives does not add material credit risk. The university has two forward-starting interest rate swaps in
connection with the anticipated June 2023 refunding of the Series 2013A Special Purpose General Receipts bonds. The swaps are in
place with two separate counterparties and have a combined notional amount of $329 million.
Pensions and OPEB

OSU has very high exposure to post-retirement benefit obligations through participation in two statewide, cost-sharing, multiple
employer defined benefit pension plans. The plans carry an outsized Moody's three-year average adjusted net pension liability of about
$10.4 billion for fiscal 2020.
Favorably, there is a demonstrated history of the state legislature enacting changes to these plans to provide some relief toward the
long-term liability. The State Teachers Retirement System eliminated its 2% annual cost of living adjustment effective July 2017,
resulting in a material reduction in the plan's long term liability. Further, university contributions have remained capped at 14% of
covered payroll, although increases to this amount would add stress to the budget.
For fiscal 2020, the university's GASB 75 recognized other post-employment benefit (OPEB) liability was $1.5 billion, up from $1.25
billion for fiscal 2018. OPEB benefits are provided through employee participation in the defined benefit pension plans.

ESG considerations
Environmental
Environmental considerations are not a key credit risk at this point. Still, OSU's primary campus location in Columbus provides for
exposure to climate hazards, particularly heat stress and extreme rainfall. Favorably, mitigation efforts have been implemented to
reduce exposure to these risks, including fortifications of physical infrastructure.
Sustainability practices are embedded through the university's academics, operations, research and facilities. The university continues
to make progress toward various sustainability goals, including carbon neutrality by 2050 and achieving a 25% reduction in energy
consumption by 2025. As part of this goal, the university transferred operation of its heating, cooling, and power system to a private
partner in 2017. Similarly, OSU developed custom building standards tailored to its sustainability goals that apply to all major capital
construction and renovation projects.
The various sustainability efforts undertaken by the university provide for both environmental and economic benefits. Opportunities for
sustained cost savings will provide for budget relief while broader sustainability strategies align with values of key stakeholders such as
students and donors.
Social
There are several social considerations that are important credit elements for OSU including demographics, health and safety,
responsible production, and customer relations. While the coronavirus pandemic caused significant disruption to both university and
healthcare operations during fiscal 2021, prospects for a more normalized fiscal 2022 are likely despite the emergence of the Delta
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variant. OSU has implemented a number of mitigation measures including specific vaccination policies at both the university and
healthcare enterprises.
The university continues to grapple with difficult regional demographics. About 75% of OSU students are from Ohio, a state with
declining numbers of high school graduates and broader population loss. Favorably, this risk is partially offset by the university's status
as a “first choice” university among Ohio residents.
Strong student outcomes indicate responsible production. The six-year graduation rate for the most recent first year cohort on OSU's
main campus was 87%, which is well above the national average. Further, efforts to improve access and affordability through targeted
initiatives serve to improve customer relations. Funded by the endowment created through the monetization of its energy system, the
university's Buckeye Opportunity Program covers the full cost of tuition and mandatory student fees for about 4,200 Ohio students
that receive Pell Grants each year.
OSU has continued financial exposure to the sexual abuse claims tied to Richard Strauss, a physician that was employed by the
university from 1978-1998. At this point, the university has agreed to pay $46.7 million to 185 individual claimants, though there about
344 claimants remaining. While the financial impact is manageable, the claims present broader reputational risks.
Governance
Excellent financial strategy and policy contributes to the university's consistently strong operating performance and liquidity. Its
disciplined approach to budget management provides resources for consistently high levels of reinvestment in programs, facilities,
and other strategically important initiatives. Further, the university's demonstrated commitment to short and longer-term planning
increase prospects for sustaining its strong competitive profile at both its university and healthcare enterprises. Lastly, robust risk
management policies ensure sufficient capability to identify, assess, and respond to various risks across the enterprise.
The university's governance structure provides for close ties to the state of Ohio. University governance is vested with a board of
trustees that currently consists of eighteen voting members, each of which is appointed by the governor of Ohio and serves staggered
nine year terms. The board has a broad set of responsibilities that include oversight of academic programs, budgets and general
administration, tuition setting, and employment of faculty and staff. The current board composition consists of members with diverse
industry experience and expertise.
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Rating methodology and scorecard factors
The Higher Education rating methodology includes a scorecard that summarizes the factors that are generally most important to
higher education credit profiles. Because the scorecard is a summary and may not include every consideration in the credit analysis
for a specific issuer, a scorecard-indicated outcome may or may not match an assigned rating. We assess strategic positioning on a
qualitative basis, as described in the methodology.
Exhibit 4

Ohio State University
Scorecard Factors and Sub-factors
Factor 1: Scale (15%)
Adjusted Operating Revenue (USD Million)
Factor 2: Market Profile (20%)
Brand and Strategic Positioning
Operating Environment
Factor 3: Operating Performance (10%)
EBIDA Margin
Factor 4: Financial Resources and Liquidity (25%)
Total Cash and Investments (USD Million)
Total Cash and Investments to Operating Expenses
Factor 5: Leverage and coverage (20%)
Total Cash and Investment to Total Adjusted Debt
Annual Debt Service Coverage
Factor 6: Financial Policy and Strategy (10%)
Financial Policy and Strategy
Scorecard-Indicated Outcome
Assigned Rating

Value

Score

7,418

Aaa

Aa
Aa

Aa
Aa

12%

A

9,407
1.3

Aaa
Aaa

0.6
4.9

A
Aaa

Aa

Aa
Aa2
Aa1

Data is based on most recent fiscal year available. Debt may include pro forma data for new debt issued or proposed to be issued after the close of the fiscal year.
For non-US issuers, nominal figures are in US dollars consistent with the Higher Education Methodology.

Scorecard incorporates the $600 million of new debt from the Series 2021 bond issuance
Source: Moody's Investors Service
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